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 WHAT IS A TWITTER CHAT, AND WHY SHOULD YOU CARE? 

A Twitter Chat is a hosted conversation on the Twitter platform, findable through a unique hashtag. The 
conversation explores a certain topic or theme, and everyone tuning into the hashtag is able to participate. 
Because participants using the hashtag are tweeting to their own networks as well as to the Chat hosts, the 
conversation can quickly grow, incorporating more people interested not only in the conversation, but potentially 
your own brand as well. 

WHERE DID THIS COME FROM? 

The LPG started hosting Twitter Chats (we call them #LPGchats) in 2015, as an alternative to more traditional 
professional development formats like webinars and in-person seminars. We got the idea from the ebook 
community’s “#eprdctn” chats, and the format from “#StarTrekHour,” a weekly conversation about an episode of 
Star Trek. 

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO HOST ONE? 

The very first thing you need is an existing Twitter account, with a number of engaged followers.1 You’ll also 
need a topic: something related to your magazine, interesting to potential participants and broad enough to 
encourage a couple hours of conversation. Topics we’ve used in the past include holiday book buying and selling 
practices and how book publishers use Twitter itself. 

Once you have your topic, you’ll need a fantastic host. This should be someone who is not only an expert or 
known personality regarding the topic, but also very comfortable with the Twitter platform. When you’re 
researching potential hosts, take a look at both their own tweets and their “@ mentions” (what other people tweet 
to them) to see how they interact with others. You want someone who is positive and will encourage the 
conversation to keep going. Being funny when appropriate doesn’t hurt, either. Ideally, they’ll use their own 
Twitter handle for the chat so that they can draw in their existing network of followers, but if not, you can create a 
handle for them. 

You or someone from your staff who is familiar with tweeting should act as a moderator and hype-person for your 
host. They will be monitoring the tweets coming in, retweeting and “liking” participants’ tweets, and jumpstarting 
conversation with their own observations. Your moderator should use a Twitter client like TweetDeck, Hootsuite 
or Nurph to monitor a few different feeds/conversations at once.  

 

                                                
1 Are your tweets often “liked” or retweeted? The number of followers you have isn’t as important as is if they’re engaged with and care about 
what you have to say. Check out “Twitter Success: A Q&A with The Walrus” for advice on how to start out on Twitter. 

https://storify.com/LPGCanada/lpgchat-holiday-book-buying-and-selling
https://storify.com/LPGCanada/lpgchat-holiday-book-buying-and-selling
https://storify.com/LPGCanada/lpgchat-tweeting-about-twitter
http://www.magazinescanada.ca/uploads_managed/MediaFiles/1370_hotsheet_-_twittersuccessbykattancock_pdf.pdf


 

 

HOW DO YOU PREPARE? 

1. Once you’ve secured a host, secure a date and time. Try scheduling it around the lunchtime or commute time (if 
you have an urban readership) of the people in your largest geographical demographic. 

2. Come up with a hashtag for the chat. If you’re planning on doing a series of chats over time, make it generic (e.g. 
the aforementioned #StarTrekHour). Otherwise, make it specific to your topic. 

3. Work with your host to create questions for the chat ahead of time. The questions should be broad enough to 
encourage a lot of chatter, and might even incorporate sub-questions to further the conversation. I write ours in a 
shared Google doc and paste all of them into my Twitter client to check that they pass the 140-character limit. Be 
sure to include the hashtag in all planned questions. 

4. The Google doc is also a great place to plan a quick introduction2 that introduces your host and topic and explains 
the rules of the chat. 

5. Promote the chat to your existing reader base. Mention it in your newsletter/send a dedicated e-blast, tweet about 
the chat several times in advance (and have your host do so, as well!) and make mention of it on your website. 

6. Set up your Twitter client to effectively monitor the chat: with TweetDeck, I use columns that track the hashtag, 
our own account feed, the host’s feed, any account notifications and the direct messages inbox. 

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT DURING THE CHAT? 

Even the best questions might bomb, so be sure that your moderator answers them as well through your 
magazine’s account. Budget time for each question, but work with the host to extend or reduce that time as 
appropriate.  

While I’ve been so thankfully lucky on this point, there are trolls on Twitter, and they may come out in full force if 
they don’t like your topic, potentially ruining the fun for everyone. This is where your host’s positivity and 
moderator’s vigilance is key: be sure to block any offenders and tweet their usernames so that your participants 
can do the same. 

On a related note: keep a separate, private line of communication with the host (Twitter’s onboard direct message 
system works well for this) to discuss instances of trolling, as well as any other things that may come up during 
the talk. Be sure to let them know what a great job they’re doing, too. 

WHAT DO YOU DO AFTER THE CHAT IS OVER? 

I use Storify to chronicle the chats once they’re finished—they have an option to search by hashtag, so it’s easy to 
include just your chat’s tweets. The Storied chat is also great to send to future chat hosts so that they can get 
acquainted with the format. 

                                                
2 Here are our instructions from the first chat we hosted, verbatim.  

 It's time for our #LPGchat! We're so excited to have @kcpicklemethis sharing her Twitter-fu with us today. A couple of quick things: 
 Thanks to @kcpicklemethis for joining us + our funders Canadian Heritage, @CanadaCouncil, & @oac_cao for making this possible. #LPGchat 
 Please follow @kcpicklemethis (if you aren’t already) – she’ll be asking the questions! #LPGchat 
 We'll be numbering all of our questions with a Q1, Q2 format. Please share your answers with A1, A2, &c, so we can follow along. #LPGchat 
 Definitely use our hashtag #LPGchat so that we can locate your tweets. It helps to @ mention @kcpicklemethis as well, at least! 
 And that's it! Let's get started. Take it away, @kcpicklemethis. #LPGchat 

 

https://storify.com/

